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Chat and Questions
Lloyd Moiola: New Mexico BLM is continuing to inventory.
Julie Neilson: I doubt the pyritic material at depth was sterile microbiologically. But the Fe and S oxidizers need oxygen so they
are not active below ~ 50 cm
Lloyd Moiola: I'm with the New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department AML Program.
Dayan Anderson: Does NMA/TU have some good talking points to help clarify that what the bill does and doesn't do that can be
shared (say on a website) so organizations can learn more this draft before they decide if they want to join as a sponsor or not?
Debbie Struhsacker: Following up on the count ‘em or clean them up comment, the inventory effort should be viewed as dynamic
and in parallel with the clean-up work. We don’t need to know the universe of AML sites before we concentrate on remediation.
Carrie Monohan: Here in California, we are coupling hydraulic mine remediation with the large forest health and fuels reduction
work. In this way we benefit from the cultural and biological surveys done as a part of NEPA. On the implementation side of things,
we have crews already in there and mobilized to do fuels reduction, and so they then can also do the remediation work. We are also
coupling soil amendments with the Forest Health work using woodchips and biochar created as part of the fuels reduction work and
used as part of the AML work.
Debbie Struhsacker: It’s in my comments from the 2019 AML Summit. Also, we already know where the worst problems are.
The pursuit of a comprehensive inventory was a problem with the SMCRA program because states used their inventories to compete
for AML funds. We should try to avoid that problem if and when a federal AML fund is established.
Debbie Struhsacker: 35% AML = benign, 41% landscape disturbances, 21% safety hazards, 3% environmental problems
Carrie Monohan: I think we need a "ready to proceed" conveyor belt of projects. A pipeline of sites at different stages of
development, so that when these federal fire drills for funding come up, we are ready to advance sites.
Carrie Monohan: Tribes can help prioritize sites, conduct cultural surveys, inform revegetation plans, conduct the design and
implementation plans and carry out the work. At all stages, tribes are invaluable partners for land revitalization and ongoing
stewardship.
Mark Leo-Russell: Thanks everyone. Great first session and Q&As.
Karen Jass: The Pittsburgh office of OSM has a bunch (not all) of coal mines at their mine map repository. mmr.osmre.gov
Isabel Felipe: Agree with that comment. The Key point is "Education".
Karen Jass: RE: educating about where things come from. I think the REE aspect has brought attention to where basic things
come from - something those of us that have done outreach have been preaching forever. Too bad we as an industry still only reach
a small audience about the basics - not sure even sure where we'd even launch a large scale PR action to start with basic things like
salt much less the 300 miles of CU in an EV.
Debbie Struhsacker: A true Good Sam project should focus on environmental improvement and not necessarily complying with a
rigid regulatory standard that defines “clean’. “Pursuit of the perfect shouldn’t imped environmental improvement.”
Carrie Monohan: Thanks so much for having me!
Karen Jass: I will send that link around (for the Summit videos) - the Reg Authorities need to hear the discussions so they can
factor in how to deal w/ this topic (not just gov't can do the work & have better ideas).
Mark Leo-Russell: Thanks everyone. Great stuff today!
Karen Jass: Please share - wonderful discussions among folks that DO this stuff.
Cari Anderson: Thank you everyone! Great summit with lots of interesting information!
Lloyd Moiola: Thank you, great meeting!

